
Dear Sir or Madam, recently there are a lot of bars, restaurants and late night 
promises are opening in Walm Lane. I put my objection I believe another 
alcohol promise and food selling promise is going to be a lot for Walm Lane 
for safety neighbourhood, pollution, and more crime during the night. This 
promise already is trading without A3 license and serving hot food anyway. I 
thing it should be stopped either. Regards 
 
********************************************************************* 
Hi, this is LA BOTTEGA DI ANNA LTD 25a walm Lane NW2 5SH. We 
received a pubblic representation as attached. We understand that the area is 
very busy, but we would operate in selling of alcohol in the right and safest 
way. We are not looking for a late night licence and we will not sale cheap 
alcohol. We already operate whit a alcohol licence for 3 years in the previous 
shop (251 High Road NW10 2RX) and we never had any problem. We will 
and always respect neighbours, preventing noise, cleaning the premises and 
the front walkway, not selling alcohol to drunk people, respecting the timing.  

In relation of the serving of hot food, we do but we only warm up ready made 
meals, we prepare fresh Panini, or we just mix some pasta(no hi risk food) 
whit ready made sauces, ( maybe 5 per day???) so we are not running as 
restaurant, we are just a coffe shop and Italian food minimarket.  

As a support on this, you can check our food igene rating, that is 5, so this 
mine that we are working hard to operate and maintain our business in perfect 
conditions.  

Locking for earing you soon,  
Kind regards.  
Fenzi Stefano 
Director and proposed dps of 
La bottega di Anna Ltd.  

P. S. It would be nice to know the name of the person who made the 
representation, hoping that is not some competitor.  

-- 
Sent from Libero Mail for Android 

 

 

 


